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General comments:

The authors present a new NDACC (Network for the Detection of Atmospheric Composition Change) high-altitude site. The new site in the tropics is very promising and fills a gap in the network. The paper is well written and gives an overview of the comprehensive measurement program. The subject is fully appropriate for publication in AMT.

I recommend publication after minor revisions.

C1944
Minor corrections/suggestions:

In some figures axis titles and ticks are hard to read.

Title: new altitude station => new high-altitude station

Chapter 2.1:
- submitted => exposed?
- format of ff
- dissociated => separated?

Chapter 3.1:
- development of FTIR activities => deployment of FTIR instruments?

Chapter 4.3:
- physic-chemical => physico-chemical
- Fig. 2: gazes => gases
- Fig. capt. 5: calibred => calibrated
- Fig. capt. 8: monthes => months